Abstract. Resource Allocation in Grid environments to date is generally carried out under the assumption that there is one primary scheduling system scheduling jobs. However, as environments tend towards larger open "utility" Grids it becomes increasingly likely that deployments will involve multiple independent schedulers allocating jobs over the same resources.
Introduction
Grid computing environments are a powerful model for virtualized resource sharing in wide-area network environments -making it possible for many users from different organisations to transparently access computing resources. However, the resulting resource allocation problem is highly challenging and becomes particularly so when: a) processors are widely distributed -leading to lengthy communication delays between sites and resource controllers having to work with outdated load information, and b) users are associated with multiple centres of authority and are also distributed -making it impractical to centralise resource scheduling for scalability, performance and administrative reasons.
In such environments, resource scheduling involves multiple independent schedulers, each serving a subset of users and able to place jobs on resources without direct communication with other schedulers. Essentially the schedulers are multiple actors working over the same resources in parallel with no central oversight. Furthermore, the information the schedulers have to work with is time delayed and potentially inaccurate. While great advances have been made in resource scheduling in recent years (from resource controllers [1, 2, 3] which now work very effectively in environments where the scheduler is the primary actor to approaches such as application based scheduling) it may be non-trivial to extend these techniques to larger, multi-scheduler environments. In this paper we argue that such problems are strongly analogous to certain types of control problems found in today's packet switched IP (Internet Protocol) networks and structurally very different to those in which a single actor can be assumed. In particular, in this paper:
• We show that multiple scheduler Grid environments do indeed show potentially complex and pathological dynamics sometimes seen in IP networks.
• That one way to tackle such problems may be to borrow techniques from IP networks themselves through the use of particular intelligent buffer management techniques such as Random Early Detection (RED) [4, 5] and (later) [6, 7] .
Results show that under certain conditions with multiple schedulers, oscillations clearly exist and heavily impact resource usage. Further, the work presents two RED based strategies (Static RED and dynamic RED) for resource scheduling which could be used to mitigate such effects, in particular when augmented to function with dynamic thresholds.
Problem Definition
In order to draw on techniques from network buffer management we define a generic multiple scheduler Grid resource allocation problem as follows:
• A set of n s schedulers s i in S which do not communicate with each other and each of which emits a series of jobs (j i1 .. j in ) in J over time and aims to assign them to processors.
• A set of n r processors p i in P, each of which has a processing queue with limited capacity pcap and is able to (on request) send out information on the status of its current processing queue (length in items or time) pinf.
• Processors handle jobs in a FIFO (First In First Out) manner. Once they have accepted a job it is always eventually processed (processors are assumed not to fail).
• Each scheduler regularly polls all processors to get the latest pinf information and caches this between updates.
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• For simplicity, the time delay t for a message to travel from any s i to any r j and back again is the same and is non-zero. (Hence, if an s i sends a request to an r j at time T 1 , the r j will receive the message at time T 1 +t and s i the response at T 1 +2t.) • For a scheduler s i to assign a job to a processor p j it sends a message to the processor placing the job. The resource then responds either with an acceptance of the job or a rejection.
• Once a job has been assigned to and accepted by a processor it cannot be reassigned. If the job is rejected by the processor the scheduler may try to assign it elsewhere.
In this environment, it is therefore assumed that each scheduler uses the polling mechanism to produce a regularly updated snapshot of the current resource state of the network. The scheduler subsequently makes individual decisions on which processor to place its own incoming jobs. No direct communication is assumed between schedulers since such communication would take at least as long as interactions with processors and generate a strong synchronisation dependency on schedulers.
Oscillations and RED in IP Networks
In IP networks, flow control mechanisms such the TCP/IP protocol [8] provide signalling to communicate packet arrivals at the receiver to the sender. In the case of congestion (overloaded nodes at any point on the path between the sender and the receiver) packet losses occur, which induce a "backing-off" (reduction) of the sending rate at the sender. The sender then slowly increases its sending rate once more. Such mechanism (as well as adaptive protocols such as OSPF [9] ) make it possible for all endpoints in the network to open and close TCP/IP packet flows to other endpoints without direct communication with each other. In other words, there is no central resource control. Furthermore, congestion is managed using feedback signals generated by the TCP/IP protocol (or similar mechanisms) which indicate to senders concerned when congestion occurs. These mechanisms provide for a baseline in congestion management. However, unfortunately they also exhibit pathological properties under certain (common) network conditions. In particular, the two most serious issues are:
• TCP/IP Backoff synchronisation [4] : this phenomenon occurs when one or more nodes in a network become congested and the TCP protocol signals all senders with streams passing through the congested area to "slow down" sending within a short space of time. The result is a quick drop in all traffic through the node (creating a hole in resource use) followed by a gradual speed-up of sending by all sources (potentially creating a further congestion peak, another hole and so on).
• Route Oscillation: in networks which use dynamic route allocation and adjust paths through the network based on round-trip times, congestion may cause routes to change to avoid a congested area. However, in general this means changing all traffic between two endpoints -hence, such route shifts may therefore create congestion elsewhere, a consequent shift back to the original route and so on.
These phenomena are well documented in the communication networks literature (see [10] for example) and have been identified in many complex variations. While future Grid networks are unlikely to have as many independent schedulers as communication networks have endpoints, as the number of independent schedulers grows, they may well exhibit similar potential oscillation problems since individual schedulers may naturally be programmed to "back-off" usage of congested processors and/or switch jobs to less loaded machines.
RED for Oscillation Damping in Networks and Grids
In the face of these oscillation problems, one of the main solutions developed in communications networks to improve performance is a family of mechanisms based on the idea of Random Early Detection (RED) policies. RED policies function by adopting the following underlying principle -begin sending congestion messages to some endpoints before maximum capacity is reached [5] . A basic RED approach is defined by two thresholds -MinQ and MaxQ as a %age of the maximum physical buffer. Subsequently, for each incoming packet, if the buffer contains less than MinQ packets, the incoming packet is always accepted, if the buffer contains more than MaxQ, the incoming packet is rejected. For buffer fullness value between MinQ and MaxQ, the system randomly rejects incoming packets with a probability determined by a linear interpolation between 0% (at MinQ) to 100% (at MaxQ). 2 Hence, the node begins to randomly send a small number of congestion signals to some sources well before the full capacity of the buffer is reached. Subsequently, a wide range of variations on RED were produced in order to optimise a variety of behavioural properties of the network.
In Grid environments, As noted above, while multiple scheduler Grids may not have as many independent schedulers as IP networks have potential senders, there may still be strong analogies between the environments. In particular,
• As soon as multiple independent schedulers are present they will receive feedback from the same environment and hence the potential for oscillation driving feedback mechanism exists.
• Even if schedulers are not directly competitive, they have no strong incentive to cooperate with other schedulers as soon as they are not part of the same organisations, hence rational behaviour would lead each scheduler to be configured to gain maximum individual benefit from the Grid.
In the remainder of the paper we therefore pursue a simple mapping of IP network structures and the RED approach to the generic Grid scheduling problems described in Section 2:
• Processors P are analogous to IP network nodes.
• Jobs (tasks) are analogous to data packets.
• Job rejections are analogous to TCP/IP packet drop messages.
• Processors implement buffer management policies including RED.
• MinQ and MaxQ are set to fractions of the buffer length (see varied parameters in the next section).
Experimental Analysis
In order to test these hypotheses, this section covers a set of simulations (using the SMPL simulation engine [11] ) of the performance of the random and shortest queue scheduling policies with and without RED. Of interest are how RED strategies perform on average compared to simple standard scheduling policies, and their effect on the local queues of the available resources.
Scheduling Strategies
The set of scheduling strategies studied were the following:
• Random without RED (R): Jobs ready to be executed are assigned randomly to the machines, regardless of the local queue load. This strategy represents the case of a pure dynamic method that has no information on the processors or the application.
• Shortest Queue without RED (SQ): Upon receiving a request for executing a job, each scheduler will use the information provided by a monitor system such as the EGEE Information Supermarket to select the processors with the shortest queue. It should be noted that this monitoring information is accurate as sent by the processors to the schedulers, however there is a time delay before it arrives at each scheduler -the information is therefore gathered asynchronously, hence independent from the scheduling process and is updated every second.
• Random with RED (R-RED): This strategy consists of applying RED to the jobs when scheduled using the random strategy. The thresholds of RED are kept constant throughout all simulation runs.
• Shortest Queue with RED (SQ-RED): This strategy consists of applying RED to the jobs when scheduled using the SQ strategy. Once the machine with the shortest queue has been chosen to execute a job, it may reject that job depending on its queue occupancy. If the queue length is below MinQ of it capacity, the job will be accepted. Otherwise it may be rejected with a probability proportional to the queue occupancy, i.e. the closer the queue is to MaxQ, the higher the probability of rejecting the job.
• (All RED Schedulers) backoff mechanism: in addition to these behaviors, all schedulers working in RED environments implement a simple backoff policy in which, once rejected from a particular resource, they ignore this resource for a number of time steps before trying again (meanwhile they may send jobs, including the rejected job to other servers).
Simulation Framework
All described scheduling strategies are simulated in scenarios determined by the following parameters:
• Number of Machines: This represents the number of available processors on which the jobs are executed. We performed simulations using 20 homogeneous machines.
• Number of Schedulers: This represents the number of schedulers that receive requests for executing jobs, and the ones who schedule jobs using either the random or the shortest queue policies. In our experiments the number of schedulers considered was 5.
• Number of jobs: Our experiments considered three types of jobs with execution times of 10, 20 and 30 time units that were uniformly distributed in all simulation. Jobs are generated according to a exponential distribution with rate 5600 (resulting in approximately 5400 jobs).
• Queue Length: Each processor has an associated queue. In our experiments the maximum capacity of the queue was 30 jobs.
• RED Thresholds: RED will always accept jobs if the queue occupancy is up to 5 jobs. If the queue occupancy is bigger than this, RED will drop jobs with a probability proportional to the queue occupancy.
• Backoff time: the backoff time for all schedulers is set to 4x(Queue length minus MinQ).
We assumed that communication among the schedulers and the processors takes a fixed amount of time (10 time units for a job to reach the executing machine queue, and 5 time units for a rejection notification to reach the submitting scheduler). 8 time units are added to allow for the time required to clean the job from the system. The results show total job total execution time (from arrival at the scheduler to completion) and processor queue behaviour for the strategies considered.
Simulation Results -Oscillations and RED
In each of the figures the x-axis shows execution time in simulation units. The y-axis represents the queue occupancy in number of tasks or jobs for each of the machines. Fig. 1(a) shows the evolution of 4 of the 20 processor queues for the random scheduling policy (R), while Fig. 1(b) shows the queue evolution for Random when RED is applied (R-RED). We show only 4 queues for the sake of clarity (the behaviour of these queues being typical). In the simulation runs shown, the striking feature is the high variability in queue length shown by the simple random strategy without RED as well as the clear mirroring behaviour of some queues of one another (Q3 decreasing and increasing in opposing oscillation to Q1 for example). The application of RED, by contrast, shows a radically different picture, with average queue occupancy more uniform across queues. The results shown are typical of many runs with variations of similar parameters and in terms of results that under R, a total (in the run shown) of 5332 jobs, the average turnaround time was 223.75 time units with a standard deviation on turnaround time of 136.58. For R-RED, results for the run shown (with the same parameters) show for 5348 jobs and average turnaround time of 134.32 time units (almost half of the scenario with no RED) and a standard deviation of 45.74.
Fig. 2.
Comparing SQ scheduling with and without RED. As with random, the introduction of RED shows a radical change in system behavior.
As with random scheduling policies, shortest path allocation also shows a major change in results from non-RED to RED environments. In terms of raw numbers, on its 5384 jobs, SQ showed an average turnaround time of 220.53 time units and a standard deviation of 106.90 -both marginally improved in comparison with the R strategy. With RED however, average turnaround times and standard deviations drop to 133.01 and 52.32 time units respectively, also in each case almost halving the times involved.
While only one plot is shown, many experiments with different random number seeds and varied parameters were executed -all of these showed the same underlying dynamics (examples include significant variations in RED MinQ / MaxQ parameters, increases in job execution time to double their current value with reduction in arrival rate, as well as variations in the number of schedulers [10-100 and 15-300 respectively]).
In particular, for both sets of results shown here (and for all results more generally), key significant features include:
• The average job turnaround time drops dramatically -to nearly half of the values seen without RED. On closer analysis, the longest waiting jobs under both R-RED and SQ-RED are processed much more quickly than under R and SQ, bringing a very large reduction in the standard deviation in job execution time.
• RED's effect is to smooth off the peaks of oscillations as they build and avoid jobs regularly forming unnecessarily long queues at resources which due to delayed load information appear to be attractive to all schedulers.
• This positive result is seen despite the fact that results include extra costs incurred by some jobs as they are resubmitted.
The results (the examples shown and more generally) also show that SQ performs only marginally better than R without RED and performance is essentially identical when using RED. While this appears to be counter-intuitive (since SQ would appear to be the "smarter" scheduling strategy), this effect reflects a cancelling out of the positive effects of queue selection by the negative impact of oscillations brought on by unintended synchronisation among job submissions by SQ. The synchronisations and peaks seen under R appear to be a clear indication of the presence of the types of dynamics typically predicted for balls and bins problems [12] , in which random assignments in fact often cause large differences (clustering) in the resources items are assigned to.
The conditions shown here are particularly susceptible to oscillations since processor usage information is somewhat time delayed (10 time units) meaning that the actions of other schedulers are hidden for a short amount of time to other schedulers and actions take time to have an effect (hence a job sent at time t, does not become visible in the queue until t+10). While these are arguably not extreme parameters:
• Schedulers all poll at the same rate -giving them the same processor picture at each decision step.
• Schedulers all use the same assignment policy (shortest queue).
To some extent these factors therefore accentuate the possibility of the emergence of oscillations. However, it is also clear that even if some conditions are softened oscillations would still be expected:
• Modelling different polling rates for information updates for different schedulers mean less synchronized world models. However, these would still ultimately be (time-delayed) models of the same reality -hence ultimately such scenarios also show synchronisation.
• While schedulers may use different heuristics for scheduling, shortest queue is the rational individual choice -making it unlikely that an individual scheduler would choose another policy.
• The impact of RED on the random case is illustrative, since even here the extra early rejection factor manages to cut out the build up of long queues.
Dynamic RED
In order to address some of the limitations seen in static RED, further experiments were carried out in which the thresholds which govern RED behaviour were adapted dynamically to system load. In particular, Dynamic RED thresholds are calculated in the following way:
where, as before, MaxQ is the maximum threshold, MinQ is the minimum threshold, α is a value between 0 and 1, Queue Length the queue maximum capacity and Current Queue the current queue occupancy. Depending on system-load, the administrator can set the α value in order to adjust/tune system performance. However, in all experiments reported we set α to 0.2. The effect of the changes to RED is to create a mechanism which tightens and loosens control on a resource based on load. On the basis of this mechanism two more scheduling cases are studied:
• Random with Dynamic RED (R-DRED): which consists of applying Dynamic RED to the jobs when scheduled using the random strategy.
• Shortest Queue with Dynamic RED (SQ-DRED): applying Dynamic RED to the jobs when scheduled using the SQ strategy.
Results for experiments using the same configurations as used in the previous section are shown in Fig. 3 . Using Dynamic RED, results improve further (though not dramatically since the major step shown even with static RED is the cut through the majority of delays caused by oscillations):
• For R-DRED, the run shown of 5338 jobs has an average turnaround time of 105.71 time units and a standard deviation of 37.93 -a significant advance on R-RED.
• For SQ-DRED, the run shown of 5486 jobs has an average 112.99 time units and a standard deviation of 34.05, representing a small but significant improvement for SQ (which can be seen consistently over other runs with similar parameters).
Comparative Analysis of Results
In order to illustrate the difference in operation between the techniques in question, Fig. 4 compares the average number of jobs per resource currently waiting in the system under gradually increasing job arrival rates. The graph for each scheduler type and resource policy (no RED, static RED and dynamic RED) hence shows the point at which a particular system becomes saturated by latent jobs in the system. Since jobs could be queued at a resource (the maximum buffer length at each is 30) and at the scheduler (if rejected by a resource), the graph sums both figures to create an average.
Load is generated according to the same exponential distribution used in the previous experiments but the number of jobs per second is gradually increased from 0.5 jobs per time unit (50% of system theoretical maximum throughput) through 1 job per time unit (100% of theoretical maximum throughput) at 10000 time units to 1.1 jobs per time unit (110% of capacity) after 12000 time units. The results of this comparison show:
• A clear difference between RED and non-RED strategies at high levels of throughput (from 5000 time units / job arrival rate at 75% of theoretical maximum) in the R case and even at low levels of throughput (50% of theoretical maximum) in the SQ case.
• Dynamic RED performs marginally better than static RED throughout.
• SQ also generally has slightly worse performance at lower levels of resource occupancy than R -highlighting the impact of local, small scale oscillations creating unnecessary, short lived synchronizations in the network.
• At higher job arrival rates however, non-RED systems benefit from shortest queue which keeps static load in the system lower for longer than the Random scheduler. 
Conclusions
Whilst production Grid environments with many multiple independent scheduling processes may still be way time off, they are likely to grow significantly in importance. In this paper, we argue that such environments may suffer from similar oscillation problems to IP network traffic management scenarios and that, further, approaches based on Random Early Detection policies may be a strong candidate for mitigating some of these pathologies. While results are preliminary, they arguably show promise:
• The oscillations seen are potentially an underlying phenomenon which will have a significant impact on the design and use of multi-scheduler systems in large Grids.
• RED shows significant promise for tackling such oscillations and further, if validated, has a number of attractive properties for deployment in Grids including no need for centralised management, deployment at individual processor sites only and a wide range of flexibility on the precise drop strategy.
• IP network scheduling and routing techniques more generally may hence be a significant source of inspiration for scheduling challenges in next generation Grids.
Future work includes testing additional simulation parameters in order to further validate results and exploring new directions that the link between Grid resource scheduling and TCP/IP network management opens up. A longer version of this paper is available in technical report form [13] .
